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RANDOM SCHRO¨DINGER OPERATORS ON DISCRETE
STRUCTURES
C. ROJAS-MOLINA
Abstract. The Anderson model serves to study the absence of wave
propagation in a medium in the presence of impurities, and is one of the
most studied examples in the theory of quantum disordered systems. In
these notes we give a review of the spectral and dynamical properties
of the Anderson Model on discrete structures, like the d-dimensional
square lattice and the Bethe lattice, and the methods used to prove
localization. These notes are based on a course given at the CIMPA
School ”Spectral Theory of Graphs and Manifolds” in Kairouan, 2016.
1. Introduction
The Anderson model was proposed by P.W. Anderson in his ground-
breaking article from 1958 [An] to explain the absence of diffusion of quan-
tum waves in disordered lattices. This phenomenon is known today as An-
derson localization, and earned his discoverer the Nobel Prize in physics in
1977. Since the late 70s, the mathematical-physics community has invested
many efforts in obtaining a rigorous description of this phenomenon, and
today, despite great progress, many of the original questions remain un-
solved. In order to study the propagations of electrons in a solid, we work in
the framework of quantum mechanics. An electron moving in a space Γ at a
given time is described by a normalized wave function ψ in a suitable Hilbert
space H, whose evolution in time is given by the Schro¨dinger equation:
iBtψpx, tq “ p´∆` V qψpx, tq, x P Γ, t P R.
Here, the one-particle Schro¨dinger operatorH :“ ´∆`V is a self-adjoint lin-
ear operator acting on H that represents the energy of the particle. Namely,
the negative Laplacian ´∆ represents the kinetic energy and the potential
V encodes the interaction between the particle and the atomic structure of
the solid. Therefore, if the initial state of an electron is described by ψpx, 0q,
its state at a time t is given by
ψpx, tq “ e´itHψpx, 0q,
where the right hand side is well defined using the spectral theorem for
self-adjoint operators. Knowing the spectral and dynamical properties of
the operator H yields information on how the electron propagates in the
material in time.
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2 C. ROJAS-MOLINA
In terms of the dynamics of the particle, if the electron propagates (cor-
responding to a conducting behavior of the material), the associated wave
function is extended (ex. eix). On the contrary, if the electron does not
propagate, the wave function is localized (ex. e´x2), in which case the mate-
rial behaves as an insulator. An analogue duality can be seen in the spectral
theoretical decomposition of the spectrum of the operator H. The spec-
trum of H can be decomposed into a pure-point and a continuous part [RS].
The existence of pure-point spectrum is called spectral localization. Despite
what the names might suggest, there is no exact equivalence between the
spectral type of H and the evolution of ψpx, tq, as we will see later in Section
3.
P.W. Anderson observed that the presence of impurities in the environ-
ment, coming from either the composition of the atoms or the space distri-
bution of the nuclei in the atomic structure, was, under certain conditions,
enough to suppress the propagation of electrons, turning the material into
an insulator. To explain this phenomenon, Anderson proposed to study a
Schro¨dinger operator where the impurities are encoded in the potential in
the form of realizations of a random variable in some suitable probability
space Ω. In this way, the Anderson model is a random Schro¨dinger operator
Hω “ ´∆` λVω on `2pZdq, (1.1)
where ´∆ is the negative discrete Laplacian, Vω with ω P Ω is a random
operator and λ ą 0 is a real parameter representing the strength of the
disorder. The localization phenomenon observed for Hω is exclusively caused
by the randomness in Vω. This is to be differentiated from other types of
localization caused by, for exemple, interactions (Mott localization).
an ordered alloy a disordered alloy
Figure 1. A depiction of potentials in an ordered and dis-
ordered material. In this case an alloy, where impurities cor-
respond to the species of atom sitting on each point of the
lattice. Both pictures depict a possible configuration ω P Ω,
the left one depicts a periodic configuration and therefore the
resulting Vω is periodic
The localization properties of the Anderson model have been exten-
sively studied in the mathematics literature since the late 70s, starting with
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the work of Gold’sheid, Molchanov and Pastur [GMP] and Kunz-Souillard
[KuS]. In one dimension, the operator typically exhibits localization in
the whole spectrum irrespective of the intensity of the disorder. In two
dimensions and higher, the operator typically exhibits localization in the
whole spectrum at high disorder, or at spectral band edges, if the disorder
strength is moderate. In the particular case of two dimensions, the Ander-
son operator is expected to exhibit localization throughout the spectrum
at any disorder strength, as in the one-dimensional case. The proof of this
remains, however, an open problem. In dimensions three and above, the op-
erator is expected to undergo a transition from extended to localized states,
known as the Anderson metal-insulator transition, exhibiting localization at
spectral band edges and delocalization in the bulk of the spectrum. This
can be understood as different regimes where one of the two parts of the
operator dominates the picture: either the free part ´∆ dominates and im-
poses its absolutely continuous spectrum with associated extended states,
or the random perturbation Vω dominates, with its pure point spectrum and
associated localized eigenfunctions.
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Figure 2. Here, σpAq denotes the spectrum of an operator A
Delocalization for the Anderson model, that is, the appearance of ex-
tended states, in the bulk of the spectrum has only been proven on the
Bethe lattice B, also called Cayley tree [Kl2, Kl3, ASW1, FHS1, AW1], and
a proof of delocalization for the Anderson model on the square lattice Zd
remains the biggest open problem in the field.
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In arbitrary dimensions two methods are available to prove localization:
the Multiscale Analysis, developed by J. Fro¨hlich and T. Spencer in the early
80s [FrS], and the Fractional Moment Method, developed by M. Aizenman
and S. Molchanov ten years later [AM]. Streamlined early versions of the
Multiscale Analysis can be found in the books by Pastur and Figotin [PF,
Section 15.C], and Carmona and Lacroix [CL, Chapter IX]. These textbooks
contain a comprehensive account of the spectral theory for general random
Schro¨dinger operators, including the Anderson model on Zd and the one-
dimensional case, where methods from dynamical systems can be used to
prove localization. Today, both monographs are standard references in the
theory of disordered quantum systems. Other early references of interest,
more physics-oriented, are [MS2, Sp, M]. Among the specialized references
for the two existing methods to prove localization in arbitrary dimension,
the monograph by P. Stollmann [Sto] focuses on the Multiscale Analysis,
while the more recent work by M. Aizenman and S. Warzel [AW2] explains
in detail the Fractional Moment Method and its connection with statistical
mechanics. An object of great importance in the study of disordered ma-
terials is the integrated density of states, which is also fundamental in the
proofs localization and of interest in itself, see e.g. the monograph by I.
Veselic [V3].
The busy reader who does not feel the need to know every result in the
field can find in the literature excellent short monographs concerning the
Anderson model and its localization properties: the lectures notes by W.
Kirsch [K1, K2] and the more advanced by A. Klein [Kl] put emphasis on
the Multiscale Analysis, while those by G. Stolz [S] focus on the Fractional
Moment Method, as do the notes by D. Hundertmark [H], who gives a more
probabilistic approach to the method. We encourage the interested reader
to look at these references to have a first understanding of the proofs of
localization in random Schro¨dinger operators. In the present article, we
build on the aforementioned works and give a complementary view focusing
on the Anderson model on the discrete setting. We try to avoid overlaps,
while at the same time trying to be as self-contained as possible. At times
we will inevitably fail at one task or the other.
In Section 2 we set the model in a general framework that allows us to
consider both the d-dimensional square lattice Zd and the Bethe lattice B.
In Section 3 we discuss the various notions of localization and how they are
related. In Section 4 we discuss the methods known to prove localization
in arbitrary dimension, while in Section 5 we comment on delocalization on
the Bethe lattice B.
2. The Anderson model on discrete structures
2.1. A brief recall of probability theory. Consider a probability space
pΩ,B,Pq, where B is a σ-algebra on Ω and P is a probability measure on
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pΩ,Bq. Given a probability space pΩ,B,Pq, a random variable is a mea-
surable function X : Ω Ñ R. Sets in B are called measurable sets. The
probability distribution of X is a measure PX defined by
PXpAq “ PpX P Aq :“ PpX´1pAqq “ Pptω P Ω; Xpωq P Auq. (2.1)
The support of an arbitrary measure µ is given by
suppµ :“ tx P R; µprx´ , x` sq ą 0, @ ą 0u. (2.2)
If for any A P B, PpY P Aq “ PpX P Aq “ µpAq, we say X and Y are
identically distributed with common probability distribution µ. We denote
by E the expectation with respect to the probability measure P, that is,
EpXq “ şΩXdPpωq.
Given a countable set Γ, a collection of random variables pXiqiPΓ defined
on the same probability space is called a stochastic process. Moreover, the
collection pXiqiPΓ is called independent if, for any finite subset tn1, ...nku Ă Γ
and arbitrary Borel sets A1, ..., Ak Ă R,
PpXn1pωq P A1, ..., Xnkpωq P Akq “
kź
j“1
PpXnj pωq P Ajq. (2.3)
If the collection of random variables pXiqiPΓ is independent and identically
distributed (denoted i.i.d.) with common probability distribution µ, we have
PpX1pωq P A1, ..., Xkpωq P Akq “
kź
j“1
µpAjq. (2.4)
Given a sequence of probability spaces pR,Bi, µiq, i P Γ, we consider the
product probability space pΩ,B,Pq, where Ω “ ÂiPΓR “ RΓ, P is the
product probability measure
P “â
iPΓ
µ, (2.5)
and B is the product σ-algebra generated by the cylinder sets of the formź
iPΓ
Bi, (2.6)
with Bi P Bi and Bi “ R for all except finitely many i P Γ. The existence of
the infinite product probability space pΩ,B,Pq is ensured by Kolmogorov’s
extension Theorem [Du, Appendix, Sect. 7]. Note that cylinder sets of the
form (2.6) also generate the topology of Ω, induced by that of R. We write
ω :“ pωiqiPZd instead of tXipωquiPΓ.
Given a probability space pΩ,B,Pq, we will often be interested in results
that hold for P-almost every ω P Ω, that is, for ω in a set Ω0 with PpΩ0q “ 1.
For this, it will be very useful to have the Borel-Cantelli Lemma [Du, Ch.1,
Sect. 6] in our toolbox,
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Theorem 2.1. Let pΩ,B,Pq be a probability space and pBkqkPN a sequence
of sets in B. Define
B8 “
č
K
ď
kěK
Bk. (2.7)
The following holds,
i. If
ř8
k“1 PpBkq ă 8, then PpB8q “ 0.
ii. If the sets Bk are independent and
ř
k PpBkq “ 8, then PpB8q “ 1.
2.2. The Anderson model. For Γ a discrete set, consider the Hilbert space
H “ `2pΓq given by
`2pΓq “ tψ : Γ Ñ C :
ÿ
xPΓ
|ψpxq|2 ă 8u,
with inner product xψ, φy “
ÿ
xPΓ
ψpxqφpxq and norm }ψ} “ axψ,ψy. We
write }ψ}8 “ supxPΓ |ψpxq|. We denote by `2cpΓq the elements of `2pΓq with
compact support. We also denote the canonical orthonormal basis of `2pΓq
by pδiqiPΓ, where δi is given by
δipxq “
#
1, if x “ i
0, otherwise .
(2.8)
In what follows, the underlying space Γ will correspond to the set of
vertices of a given graph. By abuse of notation, we will use the same notation
for the graph Γ and its set of vertices V (excepting this paragraph). We will
only consider undirected graphs Γ “ pV,Eq, defined by a set of vertices V
(also called points) and a set of edges E Ă V ˆV . Undirected means that if
px, yq P E then py, xq P E. If two points x, y P Γ are connected by an edge,
i.e. px, yq P E, we will write x „ y and say that they are nearest neighbors.
The graph Γ can be completely described in matrix form. We define the
adjacency matrix AΓ of the graph Γ as the matrix with entries
AΓpx, yq “
#
1, if x „ y
0, otherwise ,
(2.9)
where AΓpx, yq “ xδx, AΓδyy. Note that for an undirected graph this is a
symmetric matrix.
We define the Anderson model acting on `2pΓq by
Hω,λψ “ ´∆ψ ` λVωψ, (2.10)
with λ ą 0. We make the following assumptions:
(A1) Γ is the set of vertices of a locally finite, connected graph, with
uniformly bounded vertex degree. That is, every point x in Γ has
a finite number degΓpxq of nearest neighbors and supxPΓ degΓpxq ď
K ă 8. We also assume that the graph has no loops, i.e. @x P
Γ, x  x. With these assumptions, all the entries in the diagonal of
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AΓ, the adjacency matrix of Γ, vanish and the matrix gives rise to a
bounded operator on `2pΓq.
We associate to Γ a distance function distΓ : Γ ˆ Γ Ñ r0,8q.
If Γ “ Zd, distΓpx, yq “ }x ´ y}8 “ sup1ďjďd |xj ´ yj |, where xj
denotes the j-th component of the vector x P Zd.
(A2) The operator ´∆ is the discrete analog of the negative Laplacian,
´∆ψpxq “ ´
ÿ
y„x
pψpyq ´ ψpxqq , (2.11)
where the summation index y „ x runs over the nearest-neighbors
of x in Γ. We can write ´∆ “ degΓ´AΓ, where AΓ is the adjacency
matrix, i.e.
AΓψpxq “
ÿ
y„x
ψpyq, (2.12)
and
`
degΓψ
˘pxq “ degΓpxqψpxq is a multiplication operator. Note
that our operator ´∆ correspond to ∆ in Section 4 of [G].
(A3) The Anderson potential Vω is defined by
Vωψpxq “ ωxψpxq, (2.13)
where ωx are i.i.d. random variables, with a probability distribution
µ supported in a compact interval ra, bs, with a, b P R, a ă b. The
probability space is constructed as in the previous subsection, Ω “
ra, bsΓ, with probability measure P “ ÂxPΓ µ. We denote by ω “pωxqxPΓ an element of Ω.
For simplicity, we will write Hω when λ ą 0 is fixed or its value is clear from
the context.
Under these assumptions, the operators ´∆ and Vω are bounded and self-
adjoint, therefore Hω is a bounded and self-adjoint Schro¨dinger operator on
`2pΓq with spectrum σpHωq (for bounded operators this is direct, while in
the case of unbounded operators, in the continuous setting L2pRdq, this is a
consequence of the Kato-Rellich theorem [RS]).
In the sequel we will be interested in the cases where Γ “ Zd, the square
lattice, and Γ “ B, the Bethe lattice, that is, a tree with constant vertex
degree K.
Given z P CzR, we denote the resolvent of Hω by Gωpzq “ pHω ´ zq´1
and write Gωpz;x, yq :“ xδx, pHω ´ zq´1δyy.
Remark 2.1.
(1) The model originally proposed by Anderson in [An] corresponds to
(2.10) with Γ “ Zd and probability distribution µ with probability
density 12χr´1,1s.
(2) The assumption of Γ having a bounded vertex degree in (A1) can be
relaxed, see [T1] and references therein.
(3) In our discussion we do not include the case of single-site poten-
tials of changing sign. The difficulty in these models is the lack of
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monotonicity of the eigenvalues of the (finite-volume) operator with
respect to the parameter ω [CaE, ESS, ETV2, ETV1, EKTV]. An-
other setting we have omitted is quantum graphs, where the meth-
ods to prove localization (the Multiscale Analysis and the Frac-
tional Moment Method) can also be applied. For results on local-
ization on diverse types of Anderson models on quantum graphs, see
[KloP1, KloP2, ASW2, ExHS, Schu, HiP, Sa].
Definition 2.2. The map Ω Q ω ÞÑ Hω P LpHq, the space of linear operators
acting onH, is measurable if for all ϕ,ψ P H, the map Ω Q ω ÞÑ xϕ,Hωψy P C
is measurable.
Theorem 2.3. The Anderson model on `2pΓq is measurable.
Proof. It is enough to show that the map Ω Q ω ÞÑ hϕ :“ xϕ, Vωϕy P R is
measurable, for ϕ P `2pΓq, ϕ ‰ 0. The result then extends to xϕ, Vωψy for
ϕ,ψ ‰ 0 using the polarization identity.
Let O be an open set in R such that h´1ϕ pOq ‰ H, and take ω0 P h´1ϕ pOq.
We will show that there is a neighborhood of ω0 whose image under hϕ is
contained in O.
Since hϕpω0q P O and O is open, there exists  ą 0 such that for every
z P R satisfying ˇˇhϕpω0q ´ z ˇˇ ă , we have z P O. Let c “ supxPΓ |ωx| ă 8.
Since }ϕ} ă 8, there exists a compact set K “ Kp, ϕ, bq Ă Γ such thatÿ
xPKc
|ϕpxq|2 ă 
2c
, (2.14)
where Kc “ ΓzK. Consider the neighborhood of ω0 in Ω defined by
Bpω0q “ tω “ pωxqxPΓ;
ˇˇ
ωx ´ ω0x
ˇˇ ă 
2}ϕ} for x P K, ωx P ra, bs for x P K
cu,
(2.15)
where K is the compact set defined by (2.14). Then, for ω P Bpω0q
hϕpωq “
ÿ
xPK
ωx |ϕpxq|2 `
ÿ
xPKc
ωx |ϕpxq|2 (2.16)
“ hϕpω0q `
ÿ
xPK
pωx ´ ω0xq |ϕpxq|2 `
ÿ
xPKc
pωx ´ ω0xq |ϕpxq|2 (2.17)
Thusˇˇ
hϕpωq ´ hϕpω0q
ˇˇ ď sup
xPK
ˇˇ
ωx ´ ω0x
ˇˇ ÿ
xPK
|ϕpxq|2 ` sup
xPΓ
|ωx|
ÿ
xPKc
|ϕpxq|2 (2.18)
ď . (2.19)
This implies that hϕpBpω0qq Ă O, therefore, h´1ϕ pOq is an open set. 
2.3. The deterministic spectrum. We now recall some standard facts
from the spectral theory of self-adjoint operators, see e.g. [RS], or the notes
by S. Gole´nia in this volume [G]. Let H be a self-adjoint operator on a
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Hilbert space H, with spectrum σpHq Ă R. For a given ϕ P `2pΓq there
exists a real measure µH,ϕ on BpRq (the Borel sets of R) such that
xϕ,H,ϕy “
ż
R
EdµH,ϕpEq. (2.20)
This measure is called spectral measure and using Lebesgue’s decomposition
Theorem, it can be decomposed into three mutually singular parts:
µH,ϕ “ µppH,ϕ ` µscH,ϕ ` µacH,ϕ, (2.21)
that are, respectively, pure-point (pp), singular continuous (sc), and abso-
lutely continuous (ac) with respect to the Lebesgue measure. This induces
a decomposition of the Hilbert space H “ Hpp ‘Hsc ‘Hac, where
H˚ “ tϕ P H; µH,ϕ “ µH˚,ϕu, for ˚ P tpp, sc, acu. (2.22)
By restricting the operator H to each of these spaces, we obtain the following
decomposition of the spectrum
σpHq “ σpppHq Y σscpHq Y σacpHq. (2.23)
Note that the random operator Hω represents a family of operators
pHωqωPΩ acting on H “ `2pΓq, and each realization of the operator has
a spectral decomposition as above. We will see in what follows that the An-
derson model satisfies a fundamental property, called ergodicity, by which
the spectrum and its spectral parts are deterministic, that is, do not depend
on the realization ω P Ω. Therefore, we aim for spectral results that hold
for almost every ω P Ω.
Definition 2.4. i) Given a probability space pΩ,B,Pq, a measurable
application τ : Ω Ñ Ω is called measure preserving if Ppτ´1Bq “
PpBq for all B P B.
ii) Given a collection pτγqγPΓ of measure preserving transformations, we
call B P B invariant with respect to it if τ´1γ B “ B for all γ P Γ.
iii) A measure preserving group of transformations pτγqγPΓ is called er-
godic with respect to P if any set B P B that is invariant with respect
to the family pτγqγPΓ has probability either zero or one.
Definition 2.5. The operator Hω is called ergodic if there exists an er-
godic group of transformations pτγqγPΓ acting on Ω associated to a family
of unitary operators pUγqγPΓ on H such that
Hτγpωq “ UγHωUγ˚ for all γ P Γ, (2.24)
where Uγ˚ denotes the adjoint of Uγ .
The notion of ergodicity applies to more general Schro¨dinger operators,
see [D] and [PF].
Examples
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a) The Anderson model Hω on `
2pZdq is ergodic with respect to Zd.
That is, with respect to the translations τγpωq “ pωx`γqxPZd and
Uγϕpxq “ ϕpx´ γq with γ P Zd. Note that Uγ˚ is given by Uγ˚ϕpxq “
ϕpx` γq “ U´γ . Then
UγHωU´γϕpxq “ Uγ p´∆qU´γ ϕpxq ` Uγ pVω U´γq ϕpxq
“ ´∆ϕpxq ` pVω U´γ ϕq px´ γq
“ ´∆ϕpxq ` Vωpx´ γq pU´γϕq px´ γq
“ ´∆ϕpxq ` Vωpx´ γqϕpxq.
Since Vωpx´ γqϕpxq “ ωx´γϕpxq “ Vτγpωqϕpxq, we have
UγHωU´γϕ “ Hτγpωq. (2.25)
b) Consider the Bethe lattice B with vertex degree K P N even, rooted
at zero (also called the Cayley tree). The Anderson model Hω on
`2pBq is ergodic with respect to the translations generated by the free
group generating B. For example, consider the case K “ 4, where
B is generated by the family T “ ta, b, a´1, b´1u. Denote by 0 the
root, such that 0 “ aa´1 “ a´1a “ bb´1 “ b´1b. The set T Y t0u
forms a group with respect to multiplication to the right, defined by
αxpyq “ yx. If we define the operator Uxϕpyq “ ϕ ˝ αxpyq “ ϕpyxq
for x P T , y P B, we have that U´1x “ Ux˚ “ Ux´1 . Then any
point y P B can be written as a unique composition of elements in
T , that is, if dBp0, xq “ n, x can be written uniquely as a product
x “ Πni“1ei, where ei P T , see Fig. 3. We define in an analogous way
τxpωq “ pωxyqyPB for x P T . In this way we have UxHωUx´1 “ Hτxpωq.
See also [AK, Appendix] for another approach to these translations.
If a random variable X is invariant under an ergodic family of transfor-
mations pτγqγPΓ, that is, if Xpτγωq “ Xpωq for all γ P Γ, then X is almost
surely constant, see e.g. [CyFKS, Proposition 9.1]. Since the spectral pro-
jection χIpHωq associated to an interval I Ă R is a measurable function of
Hω, the ergodicity of Hω implies that χIpHωq, seen as a random variable, is
almost surely constant on Ω. On the other hand, this function characterizes
the spectrum of the operator [We, Theorem 7.22]:
σpHωq “ tE P R;χpE´,E`qpHωq ‰ 0 for every  ą 0u. (2.26)
Therefore, the almost-sure constancy of the spectral projection implies that
the spectrum is deterministic. The same applies to the spectral projections
χ
p˚q
I pHωq associated to the different spectral types ˚ P tpp, sc, acu:
Theorem 2.6 ([P, KuS, KM]). Let Ω be a probability space and Hω with
ω P Ω an ergodic operator. There exist closed sets Σ, Σpp,Σac,Σsc Ă R such
that for P-a.e. ω P Ω,
Σ “ σpHωq,
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x
Figure 3. In this picture, x “ aba. The decreasing length
of the edges in the graph is only for pedagogical purposes. It
simulates an optical effect to depict growing distance from
the root.
Σpp “ σpppHωq, Σac “ σacpHωq, Σsc “ σscpHωq.
where pp, ac and sc stand for the pure point, absolutely continuous and
singular continuous part of the spectrum.
Knowing that the spectrum of the operator is deterministic is not enough
for our purposes, since we will later work in particular regions of the spec-
trum. We also need to know its location. In the case of the Anderson
model on the lattice, Kunz and Souillard [KuS] proved the following as a
consequence of ergodicity,
Theorem 2.7. Let Hω “ ´∆ ` λVω with λ ą 0 be the Anderson model
acting on `2pZdq. Then
σpHωq “ σp´∆q ` λ suppµ, for a.e.ω P Ω (2.27)
where the sum of sets is defined as A`B “ ta` b P R; a P A, b P Bu.
The proof of this theorem can be found in the standard references, e.g.
[KuS, K2, S], but because it is rather simple and illustrates the idea behind
ergodicity, we include it here. First, we need some auxiliary results. The
following result corresponds to [K2, Proposition 3.8],
Proposition 2.8. There exists a set Ω0 Ă Ω with PpΩ0q “ 1 such that
given any ω P Ω0, a finite set Λ Ă Zd, any sequence v “ pviqiPZd with
vi P suppµ, and any  ą 0, there exists a sequence of vectors pxnqnPZd Ă Zd
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with }xn}8 Ñ8 such that
sup
iPΛ
|vi ´ Vωpi` xnq| ă . (2.28)
Proof. Let Λ Ă Zd be a finite set, pviqiPZd with vi P suppµ and  ą 0. Take
a sequence pxnqnPZd such that }xn ´ xm}8 ą diam pΛq for n ‰ m. We write
Λpxnq :“ Λ` xn, and consider the events
AΛε,vpxnq :“ tω P Ω : sup
iPΛpxnq
|Vωpi` xnq ´ vi| ă u. (2.29)
Since the ωi are i.i.d., the events A
Λ
ε,vpxnq and AΛε,vpxmq are independent
for n ‰ m and moreover, since vi P suppµ, we have that PpAΛε,vpxnqq “
PpAΛε,vp0qq ą 0 for all n, thereforeÿ
n
PpAΛε,vpxnqq “ 8. (2.30)
From Lemma 2.1 (Borel-Cantelli) we deduce that
P pA8 pΛ, v, qq “ 1, (2.31)
where
A8 pΛ, v, q :“
č
N
ď
něN
AΛε,vpxnq (2.32)
“ tω P Ω : ω P AΛε,vpxnq for infinitely many nu. (2.33)
Now, we want to take Λ in the space F of all possible finite subsets of
Zd, which is countable. In the same way, we want to consider all possible
sequences pviq with vi P suppµ and all  ą 0. Taking a dense countable
subset Q Ă suppµ and  “ 1{k with k P N, we get
PpΩ0q :“ P
¨˚
˚˝˚ č
vPQZd
ΛPF, kPN
A8pΛ, v, 1{kq
‹˛‹‹‚“ 1, (2.34)
where we used the fact that a countable intersection of sets of probability
one is of probability one. 
We call a configuration ω restricted to a compact set a pattern. Propo-
sition 2.8 says that for any given pattern, we can find a sparse sequence
of sets in space of the same size such that in those sets the potential looks
almost like the original pattern, see Fig. 4. The proof can be found in [K2,
Proposition 3.8] and relies on one hand on the underlying lattice structure
of the potential, and the fact that the random variables on each site ωi are
independent and identically distributed. This implies that events defined
by the potential looking like a prescribed configuration in disjoint regions of
space are independent and have the same probability. W. Kirsch describes
this in [K2] as ”whatever can happen will happen, in fact infinitely often”.
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︸ ︷︷ ︸
Λ
Prescribed values: (blue, grey, blue, blue, grey)
very far · · ·
even farther · · ·· · ·
Figure 4. Example in Z with ωj “ tblue, greyu.
The following result, known as Weyl’s Criterion, is very useful when we
need to determine the spectrum of a self-adjoint operator [We, Theorem
7.22], see also [G, Theorem 7.6].
Theorem 2.9. Let H be a self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space H, with
core H0, then E P σpHq if and only if there exists a sequence pϕnqnPN Ă H0
such that lim infn }ϕn} ą 0 and }pH ´ Eqϕn} Ñ 0 when n tends to infinity.
Remark 2.2. The sequence pϕnqnPN is called a Weyl sequence for H and
E.
Proof of Theorem 2.7. Since Vω is a multiplication operator, its spectrum is
given by the closure of its essential range, σpVωq “ tωx;x P Zdu “ suppµ
almost-surely. Using [Ka, Theorem V.4.10] we get
σp´∆` λVωq Ď σp´∆q ` λ suppµ. (2.35)
In order to prove the converse, let E “ E1 ` E2 with E1 P σp´∆q and
E2 P λ suppµ. Since `2cpZdq is a core for ´∆, by Theorem 2.9, there exists
a Weyl sequence ϕn P `2cpZdq for ´∆ and E1 such that }p´∆`E1qϕn} Ñ 0.
Define ψn,γ “ ϕnp¨ ´ γq for γ P Zd and note that ´∆ is invariant under
translations by elements γ P Zd. Therefore ψn,γ is also a Weyl sequence
for ´∆ and E1. Now, let Λn Ă Zd be a box containing suppϕn. Since
E2 P λ suppµ, Proposition 2.8 gives the existence of a set Ω0 of probability
one for which for every ω P Ω0, there exists a sequence pγpnqm qmPZd with
}γpnqm }8 Ñ8 when mÑ8 such that
sup
iPΛn
ˇˇˇ
E2 ´ λVωpi` γpnqm q
ˇˇˇ
ă 1
n
(2.36)
We define γn :“ γpnqn , and consider the sequence ψn “ ψn,γn . Then
}p´∆` λVω ´ Eqψn} ď }p´∆´ E1qψn} ` }pλVω ´ E2qψn}. (2.37)
The first term in the r.h.s tends to zero when n tends to infinity because
ψn is a Weyl sequence for ´∆, while the second term tends to zero due to
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(2.36). Therefore ψn is a Weyl sequence for Hω and E for ω P Ω0, so by
Theorem 2.9, E P σpHωq almost surely. 
Note that in the proof of Theorem 2.7 the Weyl sequence ψn can be chosen
to be orthogonal and normalized, therefore [We, Theorem 7.24] implies
Proposition 2.10. The operator Hω has purely essential spectrum.
We see from the previous result that in order to determine the almost-
sure spectrum Σ of Hω, we need to determine first σp´∆q. In the case Γ is
of constant degree, the difference between σp´∆q and σpAΓq is a constant
degΓ. Since shifting the spectrum by a constant does not change the spectral
properties, one can absorb it in the potential and therefore the problem turns
into determining the spectrum of the adjacency matrix AΓ. In a (common)
abuse of notation, we consider from now on the operator Hω “ AΓ ` Vω.
From [G, Sections 4.2 and 4.3] we have that
a) For Γ “ Zd, σpAZdq “ r´2d, 2ds. Therefore, for the Anderson model
Hω on `
2pZdq, we have
σpHωq “ r´2d, 2ds ` λ suppµ. (2.38)
b) For Γ “ B, σpABq “ r´2
?
K, 2
?
Ks, where K ` 1 is the degree of B.
Therefore, for the Anderson model Hω on `
2pBq,
σpHωq “ r´2
?
K, 2
?
Ks ` λ suppµ (2.39)
.
2.3.1. Non-ergodic operators. The proof of Theorem 2.7 using Weyl se-
quences relies on the covariance property (2.24). However, in the case where
the operator is not ergodic in the sense of (2.24), under certain conditions a
weaker result holds, which can be enough for our purposes. Such is the case
of an Anderson operator in which the potential is forced to be zero in some
prescribed regions of Zd in such a way that it looses the underlying periodic
structure of the lattice (see [RM2, EK1]). The Anderson model with miss-
ing sites enters in the more general setting of the so-called Delone-Anderson
operators.
Anderson potential Delone-Anderson potential
For this model we have the following
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Theorem 2.11. Let D be a discrete subset of Zd and HDω “ ´∆ ` VDω
acting on `2pZdq, where
VDωpxq “
#
ωx x P D
0 x R D . (2.40)
Assume the following:
i. The set D is a Delone set, that is, there is a constant R such that
r´R` x,R` xsd XD ‰ H for all x P Zd.
ii. ωx are i.i.d. random variables with common probability distribution
µ, compactly supported with 0 P suppµ.
Then,
σp´∆q Ď σpHωq for a.e. ω P Ω. (2.41)
Proof. We follow the proof of Theorem 2.7 with E P σp´∆q, using Proposi-
tion 2.8 with the particular choice vi “ 0 @i P Zd, and taking a finite set Λ
such that r´R,RsdXZd Ă Λ see [RM1, Section 6.4]. In this case, the events
(2.29) are, for the Delone set D,
A˜Λ,0pxnq “ tω P Ω; |ωi| ă , @i P Λpxnq XDu, (2.42)
where Λpxnq “ Λ`xn as before. Then the events A˜Λ,0pxnq are independent,
and PpA˜Λ,0pxnqq ą 0 for any n. These events do not have the same prob-
ability, since we do not necessarily have 7pΛpxnq XDq “ 7pΛpxmq XDq for
n ‰ m. However, the following holds for Λ uniformly in the position xn
1 ď CR,d,Λ ď 7pΛpxnq XDq ď Cd,Λ (2.43)
for positive constants CR,d,Λ and Cd,Λ that depend on R and the volume of
the set Λ. Therefore, for all n
PpAΛ,0pxnqq “ Pp|ωj | ă q7pΛXDq (2.44)
ě µpp´, qqCd,Λ , (2.45)
which implies (2.31) and the rest of the proof follows. We see that Propo-
sition 2.8 holds even though the potential is not ergodic, because although
the probability of the event that the potential has values near zero on a
compact set Λ might depend on the position of set Λ, there is a lower bound
that is uniform in the position, which is enough for the proof. 
In the case suppµ Ď r0,8q, Theorem 2.11 implies we recover a portion of
almost-sure spectrum at the lower spectral edge, which is enough to give a
meaningful notion of the phenomenon of localization that will be described
in Section 3. For localization results on the Anderson model with missing
sites, see [RM2, EK1, ES].
Remark 2.3. The notion of ergodicity and the almost-sure constancy of
the spectrum and spectral types holds in more general settings. For example,
when the set Γ changes with ω and the operator Hω acts on the Hilbert space
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`2pΓωq. This problem is studied in an algebraic setting in [LPV]. For the
particular case where Γω is a random graph subset of Zd obtained through a
bond percolation process, see [V1, V2, KMu¨, Mu¨S]. The case of operators on
manifolds with random metrics and random potentials is treated in [LPV2].
The study of the deterministic nature of the spectrum is often related to
the study of ergodic theorems and the existence of the integrated density of
states. In this field, a considerable part of the literature has been produced
by the Chemnitz School (D. Lenz, P. Stollmann, I. Veselic´, M. Keller, M.
Tautenhahn, F. Schwarzenberger and C. Schumacher, among others).
3. Types of localization
The efforts to explain rigorously the phenomenon of Anderson localiza-
tion led to the development of the theory of random Schro¨dinger operators,
of which the Anderson model Hω is one example. The first mathematical
results on localization for random operators showed the existence of pure
point spectrum in the one-dimensional setting [GMP, P]. Stronger results
showing in addition to pure point spectrum the exponential decay of eigen-
functions (Anderson localization) were obtained in [KuS]. The first results
for dimension d ą 1 were given by Fro¨hlich and Spencer [FrS] showing the
absence of diffusion uniformly in t:ÿ
x
}x}2 ˇˇxδx, e´itHωδ0yˇˇ2 ă 8, for a.e. ω P Ω. (3.1)
Their work set the foundations of the Multiscale Analysis (MSA), a method
to prove localization by an induction over finite-volume versions of the re-
solvent of the operator. Martinelli and Scoppolla [MS] improved on the
technique of [FrS] and were able to prove the absence of absolutely continu-
ous spectrum, while the joint efforts of the aforementioned authors gave way
to the first proof of Anderson localization in arbitrary dimension in [FrMSS].
A stronger notion of localization called dynamical localization (see below)
followed from the work of Aizenman and Molchanov [AM] and Aizenman
[A]. In these works, the authors developed the Fractional Moment Method
(FMM), that together with the MSA are the two available techniques to
prove localization in dimension d ě 1. It was not until the 90s with the
work of del Rio, Jitomirskaya, Last, and Simon [dRJLS] that it was under-
stood that the definitions of localization were not equivalent and that what
was called Anderson localization was not enough to describe the absence of
quantum transport observed by Anderson in disordered materials.
The aforementioned results involve probability measures that are regular,
i.e., at least of Ho¨lder continuity. For the Anderson model with Bernoulli
random variables, although it is expected that the model exhibits localiza-
tion, the lack of regularity of the probability measure makes it a technically
difficult problem. For the Bernoulli Anderson model in one dimension, act-
ing on `2pZq, the first proof of localization was obtained in [CKM], while for
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a continuous analogous of the Anderson model acting on L2pRq a first proof
was given in [DSS]. In the continuous case Anderson localization was shown
for dimensions d ě 1 in the ground-breaking work [BKe]. The authors de-
veloped a multi-scale scheme and relied on unique continuation properties
of the eigenfunctions of finite-volume operators. In [GK1] this MSA was
improved to obtain dynamical localization.
At a more advanced level, many intertwined notions of localization can
be defined, see [Kl, Section 3] for a zoology of localization types. For the
reader’s convenience, we summarize the most relevant ones studied in the
literature.
Definition 3.1. Let Hω be a random Schro¨dinger operator acting on `
2pΓq.
i. We say that the operator Hω exhibits spectral localization in an in-
terval I if σpHωq X I “ σpppHωq X I, almost surely.
ii. We say that the operator Hω exhibits Anderson localization (AL) in
I if σpHωqXI “ σpppHωqXI with exponentially decaying eigenfunc-
tions, almost surely.
iii. We say that Hω exhibits dynamical localization (DL) in I if there
exist constants 0 ă c, C ă 8, and ζ P p0, 1s such that for all x, y P Γ,
E
ˆ
sup
tPR
ˇˇxδy, e´itHωχIpHωqδxyˇˇ˙ ď Ce´cdistΓpx,yqζ . (3.2)
We recall [K2, Theorem 8.5], whose proof is based on the RAGE Theorem
(see [CyFKS, Section 5.4] or [G] in this volume).
Theorem 3.2. Dynamical localization implies pure point spectrum.
Definition 3.3. We say that Hω exhibits absence of transport in an interval
I Ă R if, for any p ě 0 and any ϕ P H with compact support, the following
holds almost surely,
sup
tPR
} |X|p e´itHωχIpHωqϕ} ă 8, (3.3)
where |X| is the multiplication operator defined by |X|ϕpxq “ }x}ϕpxq and
χIpHωq is the spectral projection of Hω associated to the interval I.
Absence of transport means that, as time evolves, wave packets do not
propagate in the medium. Because the definition of absence of transport is
very strong (it holds for any p ě 0), one can show that it also implies pure
point spectrum. This is in fact the proof given in [K2, Theorem 8.5]. We
retrieve the previous theorem from the following result, whose proof we take
from [S, Section 3],
Theorem 3.4. Dynamical localization implies absence of transport.
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Proof. Take ϕ P `2cpZdq, that is, for some R ą 0, ϕpxq “ 0 for }x} ą R.
Then, since pδnq is an orthonormal base of `2pZdq, we have
} |X|p e´itHωχIpHωqϕ}2 “
ÿ
jPZd
ˇˇxδj , |X|p e´itHωχIpHωqϕyˇˇ2
ď
ÿ
j
|j|2p ˇˇxδj , e´itHωχIpHωqϕyˇˇ2
ď
ÿ
j
|j|2p }ϕ}
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇxδj , e´itHωχIpHωq
¨˝ ÿ
|k|ďR
xϕ, δkyδk‚˛y
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ď
ÿ
j
ÿ
|k|ďR
|j|2p }ϕ}2 ˇˇxδj , e´itHωχIpHωqδkyˇˇ .
We see that (3.2) implies that the r.h.s is summable and uniformly bounded
with respect to time, which gives the desired the result. 
Remark 3.1. i. Dynamical localization and absence of transport in
the sense of (3.3) are actually equivalent, as shown in [GK04, The-
orem 4.2].
ii. Note that absence of diffusion (3.1) corresponds to (3.3) with p “ 1.
Dynamical localization also implies that eigenfunctions associated to the
pure point spectrum are exponentially decaying. The decay of eigenfunctions
observed in the Anderson model is described by a strong notion called SULE
(semi-uniform localization of eigenfunctions, see below). Here, we recall
a weaker result from [CyFKS, Theorem 9.22] with a conceptually simple
proof to see how dynamical localization implies decay of eigenfunctions. We
reproduce its proof here with only slight modifications.
Theorem 3.5. Dynamical localization implies the (sub)exponential decay
of eigenfunctions. Namely, suppose that for a given interval I, there exist
positive constants c, C and ζ P p0, 1s such that (3.2) holds for all x, y P Γ .
Then, for P-a.e. ω P Ω, for any  ą 0, there exists a positive constant Cω,
such that any eigenfunction of Hω in I satisfies
|ϕωpxq| ď Cω,e´pc´q distΓpx,x0qζ , (3.4)
where x0 is a center of localization of ϕω, i.e., |ϕωpx0q| “ supxPΓ |ϕωpxq|.
Proof. For simplicity, we drop the subscript Γ from the notation distΓ. De-
fine the event
Bx,y :“
"
ω P Ω; sup
tPR
ˇˇxδy, e´itHωχIpHωqδxyˇˇ ą e´pc´qdistpx,yqζ* . (3.5)
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By Chebyshev’s inequality, using (3.2), we have
P pBx,yq ď epc´qdistpx,yqζE
ˆ
sup
tPR
ˇˇxδy, e´itHωχIpHωqδxyˇˇ˙ (3.6)
ď Ce´distpx,yqζ .
Then, for fixed x we have
ř
y PpBx,yq ă 8, therefore we can use Theorem
2.1 (Borel-Cantelli) and obtain
P
¨˝ ď
NPN
8č
}y´x}“N
Bcx,y‚˛“ 1. (3.7)
This implies that for P-a.e. ω P Ω, there exists N0 such that ω P Bcx,y for all
y such that distpx, yq ě N0. In the case distpx, yq ă N0, note that
sup
tPR
ˇˇxδy, e´itHωχIpHωqδxyˇˇ ď 1 (3.8)
ď Cc,N0,ζ,,ωe´pc´qdistpx,yqζ , (3.9)
where Cc,N0,ζ,,ω denotes a constant depending on the parameters
c,N0, ζ, , ω. Therefore, for all y P Γ,
sup
tPR
ˇˇxδy, e´itHωχIpHωqδxyˇˇ ď C˜c,N0,ζ,,ωe´pc´qdistpx,yqζ . (3.10)
Now, suppose E P I is an eigenvalue of Hω. This eigenvalue is simple (see
e.g. [AW2, Theorem 5.8]), so we can use the spectral theorem to obtain the
formula for the spectral projector on E,
PtEupHωq “ lim
TÑ8
1
T
ż T
0
eisEe´isHωds. (3.11)
Denote by ϕω,E the normalized eigenfunction corresponding to E. Then,
|ϕω,Epxq| |ϕω,Epyq| “ |xδx, ϕω,Eyxϕω,E , δyy| (3.12)
“ |xδx, xϕω,E , ¨yϕω,E , δyy|
“ ˇˇxδx, PtEupHωqχIpHωq, δyyˇˇ
ď lim
TÑ8
1
T
ż T
0
ˇˇxδx, e´isHωχIpHωqδyyˇˇ ds
ď sup
tPR
ˇˇxδx, e´itHωχIpHωqδyyˇˇ (3.13)
ď C˜c,N0,ζ,,ωe´pc´qdistpx,yqζ . (3.14)
Here, we used Fatou’s lemma and the fact that xϕω,E , ¨y “ PtEupHωq “
PtEupHωqχIpHωq since E P I. Since this holds for any y, we take y to
be a center of localization x0, so ϕω,Epx0q ‰ 0 (note ϕω,Epx0q ă 8 since
ϕω,E P `2pΓq). Then
|ϕω,Epxq| ď 1|ϕω,Epx0q| C˜c,N0,ζ,,ωe
´pc´qdistpx,x0qζ (3.15)
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
From Theorems 3.2 and 3.5 we deduce the following
Corollary 3.6. Dynamical localization implies Anderson localization.
The converse of this result is not true, as shown in [dRJLS, Appendix 2].
There, the authors consider the quasiperiodic Schro¨dinger operator acting
on `2pNYt0uq, H “ ´∆`3 cosppiαx`θq`λδx, with θ, λ P R and α irrational.
For a particular choice of α, they show that H has pure point spectrum with
exponentially decaying eigenfunctions pϕnqnPN,
|ϕnpxq| ď Cne´β}x}, for some constantsβ, Cn ą 0. (3.16)
Therefore H exhibits Anderson localization, however, it does not exhibit
dynamical localization. Indeed, the authors show
lim
tÑ8
}xe´itHδ0}2 ln t
t2
“ 8. (3.17)
This means that the quantity }xe´itHδ0}2 is not bounded in t. What fails
in their example is the lack of control in the constants Cn in (3.16). If the
constant Cn grows with the labelling n, the eigenfunction can become more
and more spread, which might contribute to the type of propagation seen
in (3.17). The authors in [dRJLS] propose a stronger notion of eigenfunc-
tion localization called SULE (semi-uniform localized eigenfunctions) that
avoids these pathologies. This property is actually obtained from the defini-
tion of dynamical localization (3.2), see [dRJLS, Section 7]. For a detailed
discussion of the relation between dynamical localization and the decay of
eigenfunctions, see [GT], which extends these notions to graphs Γ with a
certain condition on the growth of the volume of balls [GT, Theorem 2.9].
Namely, the volume of the balls in the graph distance should grow at most
sub-exponentially with the radius.
4. The decay of Green’s function and localization
We saw in the previous section that the decay of the term e´itHω in (3.2)
is crucial to prove localization in all its forms. Instead of studying this
unitary operator directly, in our setting it is useful to study the resolvent of
Hω, also called the Green’s function. Using the spectral theorem (see, for
ex., [RS] or [G]) one can see that both are related by the formal identity
pH ´ zq´1 “ i
ż 8
0
e´itpH´zqdt, z P C, Im z ą 0. (4.1)
The Green’s function is bounded outside the spectrum of Hω and its de-
cay inside the spectrum gives information on the decay of e´itHω , and actu-
ally, the decay the class of complex-valued measurable functions fpHωq with
}f}8 ď 1. Not only that, the behavior of pH ´ zq´1 when Im z Ñ 0 also
characterizes the spectral measures, see [Si1]. Therefore, it is not surprising
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Figure 5. Summary of types of localization. The methods
of proof will be discussed in Section 4.
that the existing methods to prove localization focus on obtaining estimates
on the terms xδx, pH ´ zq´1δyy, x, y P Γ.
In this section, we limit ourselves to describe briefly the methods available
to obtain the decay of Green’s function that implies dynamical localization in
arbitrary dimension. For full proofs, we refer the reader to the introductory
notes [K2, Kl], plus the book [Sto] on the Multiscale Analysis, and to [S, H],
plus the book [AW2] on the Fractional Moment method.
4.1. The Multiscale Analysis (MSA). Consider Γ “ Zd, and denote by
}x} the sup-norm in Zd. For a given bounded set Λ Ă Zd, we will write
Λc “ ZdzΛ. We define its boundary, inner and outer boundary, respectively,
by
BΛ “ tpu, vq P Λˆ Λc;u P Λ , v P Λcu, (4.2)
B`Λ “ tv P Λc; Du P Λ such that pu, vq P BΛu, (4.3)
B´Λ “ tu P Λ; Dv P Λc such that pu, vq P BΛu. (4.4)
This implies the following decomposition for Hω:
Hω “ Hω,Λ ‘Hω,Λc `ΥΛ, (4.5)
where
xδx, Hω,Λ ‘Hω,Λcδyy “
$’&’%
xδx, Hω,Λδyy, if x, y P Λ
xδx, Hω,Λcδyy, if x, y P Λc
0 otherwise
, (4.6)
and the boundary operator ΥΛ is given by
xδx,ΥΛδyy “
#
´1, if px, yq P BΛ
0 otherwise
. (4.7)
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We say that ψ is a generalized eigenfunction of Hω with generalized eigen-
value E if xϕ,Hωψy “ Exϕ,ψy for all ϕ P `2cpZdq. The following key obser-
vation enables us to obtain the decay of the generalized eigenfunctions from
the decay of the Green’s function: for any generalized eigenfunction ψ with
generalized eigenvalue E,
pHω,Λ ‘Hω,Λc ´ Eqψ “ ´ΥΛψ. (4.8)
Therefore, for x P Λ we have
ψpxq “ ´ `pHω,Λ ´ Eq´1ΥΛψ˘ pxq (4.9)
“ ´
ÿ
pk,mqPBΛ,
kPB´Λ,mPBΛ`
Gω,ΛpE;x, kqψpmq, (4.10)
where we write Gω,ΛpE;x, kq “ xδx, pHω,Λ ´ Eq´1δky.
We consider the finite-volume restriction of Hω to Λ, denoted by Hω,Λ, by
taking the restriction of χΛHωχΛ to `
2pΛq. We obtain thus a finite-volume
operator (a finite matrix) and therefore its spectrum is discrete. The goal
is to prove the decay of the terms xδx, pHω,Λ ´ Eq´1δyy when x and y are
distant, for an increasing sequence of sets Λ which exhausts the whole space,
see Fig. 6. The problem that appears here is that since E P σpHωq and the
spectrum σpHω,Λq is random, we might have that σpHω,Λq is arbitrarily
close to E, the quantity pHω,Λ ´ Eq´1 being unbounded. To control the
appearance of singularities we exploit the fact that σpHω,Λq ”moves with
the randomness”. This is known as the Wegner estimate.
Definition 4.1. Let I Ă R be an open interval. We say the operator Hω
satisfies a Wegner estimate in I if there exists a finite constant QI such that
P
ˆ
}pHω,Λ ´ Eq´1} ě 1
η
˙
ď QIηavolpΛqb, (4.11)
for all E P I, η P p0, 1s, some b ě 1, a ą 0 and all L P N large enough.
For a proof, see for ex. [K2, Section 5.5] or [AW2, Chapter 4].
Remark 4.1. i. The Wegner estimate, which usually holds through-
out the spectrum, is a consequence of the regularity of the probability
distribution µ, which needs to be at least Ho¨lder continuous. It can
also be obtained for more singular distributions, like Bernoulli, but
the bound in (4.11) is not good enough to perform the MSA in dimen-
sion d ą 1. For references see the historical notes in [K2, Section
5.5] or [AW2, Chapter 4].
ii. For the Anderson model on `2pZdq, (4.11) is known to hold with
a “ b “ 1, see e.g. [K2, Section 5.5.]. For different models the
Wegner estimate can be obtained with different values of a and b,
see the discussion in [Kl, Remark 4.6].
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Next, we need a quantitative estimate on the desired decay of the Green’s
function. From now on, we let ΛLpuq be the box of side L centered on u P Zd,
given by
ΛLpuq “
"
v P Zd; }u´ v} ď L
2
*
, (4.12)
Definition 4.2. We say that the box ΛLpuq is pm,Eq-good if E R σpHω,Λq
and ˇˇxδx, pHω,Λ ´ Eq´1δyyˇˇ ď e´mL2 , (4.13)
for any x P ΛL{2puq and y P B´ΛLpuq.
We define
pE,L,m,u :“ PpΛLpuq is not pm,Eq-goodq. (4.14)
The desired decay of the resolvent at the scale L becomes the statement
pE,L,m,u ď 1
Lβ
, for someβ ą 0. (4.15)
This means that for a large set of ω P Ω, the resolvent decays as (4.13)
between points x, y that are at a distance proportional to L.
x
y
ΛL(u)
Figure 6. The goal is to study the decay of the resolvent
from the core to the boundary of boxes of side-length L.
Remark 4.2. Note that when Hω is ergodic with respect to translations in
Zd, pE,L,m,u “ pE,L,m,0 for all u P Zd. Therefore it is enough to consider
estimes on a box Λ “ ΛLp0q. If Hω is not ergodic, like in the case of Delone-
Anderson operators, in order to perform the MSA method we need estimates
that are uniform with respect to the center u P Zd of the box, so condition
(4.15) becomes (see [RM1])
sup
uPZd
pE,L,m,u ď 1
Lβ
, for someβ ą 0.
The Multiscale Analysis method (MSA) consists of an induction on scales.
In order to prove localization in a given interval I Ă R, one needs to prove
the following
i. The operator satisfies a Wegner estimate on I of the form (4.11).
ii. The initial length scale estimate: there exists a finite initial length-
scale L0 and β ą 0 such that for all E P I, (4.15) holds for L0.
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iii. The induction step: if, for E P I, (4.15) holds at a scale Lk, then it
holds at the scale Lk`1 “ Lαk , for a suitably chosen α P p1, 2q.
There are several versions of this method in the literature, with different
degrees of refinements. We state the single-energy multiscale analysis from
[vDK, Theorem 2.2], an improvement of the MSA [FrS],
Theorem 4.3. Let I Ă R be an interval. Suppose that
(H1) Hω satisfies the Wegner estimate (4.11) on I.
(H2) there exists a finite scale L0 for which
pE,L0,m0,0 ď 1
Lβ0
, for someβ ą 2d,m0 ą 0. (4.16)
Then, there exists α P p1, 2q such that if we set Lk`1 “ Lαk , k “ 0, 1, 2, ...
and pick m P p0,m0q, we can find L ă 8 such that if L0 ą L, we have for
all k “ 0, 1, 2, ...
pE,Lk,m,0 ď
1
Lβk
. (4.17)
We do not explain in detail the induction procedure, for this see [K2] or
[Kl]. We limit ourselves to sketch the idea in Figure 7.
Assumption (H2) in Theorem 4.3 corresponds to the initial length scale
estimate. It can be usually shown either at the bottom of the spectrum,
with λ ą 0 fixed, or in the whole spectrum, if λ is large enough, see [K2,
Section 11] for details. Because of its uses in different settings, other than
`2pZdq, we describe briefly the argument used for intervals I that contain the
spectral infimum E0 “ inf σpHω,λq. One first needs to show that restricting
the operator to a finite volume produces a gap in the spectrum, that is
E0´E0,Λ “ fpLq , where E0,Λ “ inf σpHω,λ,ΛLq and fpLq is a function of L
that decays polynomially.
Once the spectral gap is proven, assumption (H2) is the consequence
of the Combes-Thomas estimate, which asserts the decay of the term
Gω,ΛLpE;x, yq in terms of distpE, σpHω,ΛLqq and }x ´ y}. We recall this
result as stated in [KlNRM, Appendix A] for general finite-volumes (not
necessarily a box). See [AW2, Section 10.3] for other versions.
Theorem 4.4 (Combes-Thomas estimate). Let H “ ´∆ ` V be a
Schro¨dinger operator on `2pZdq. Given S Ă Zd, let HS be the restriction
of χSHχS to `
2pSq. Then for every z R σpHSq, setting ηz “ dist pz, σpHqq,
for all ε P p0, 1q we getˇˇxδx, pHS ´ zq´1δyyˇˇ ď 1ηzp1´qe´ log´ ηz2d `1¯}y´x} for all x, y P S. (4.18)
From (4.18) we see that in order for the r.h.s. to decay in L, we need
to have a gap size fpLq to be not too small. The existence of this gap at
the bottom of the spectrum can be shown using the Lifshitz tails behavior
of the Integrated Density of States (IDS), when the latter exists (see [K2,
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x′
y′
ΛLk
x
ΛLk+1
y
A good box
A good box at scale Lk+1
at scale Lk
geometric resolvent
identity Wegner
estimate
Figure 7. The induction step uses the information on the
decay of the resolvent restricted to a box of side-length Lk to
show the decay of the resolvent at a scale Lk`1. The idea is
to go from x to y in the cube ΛLk`1 via a path of overlapping
boxes of sidelength Lk. Loosely speaking, using the geometric
resolvent identity, the result is the product of the decay of
the resolvent on the boxes of scale Lk. If a box ΛLk is good,
by definition it contributes a factor exponentially decaying in
Lk. If a box ΛLk is not good (bad), one can use the Wegner
estimate to bound the contribution, which then adds a factor
polynomial in Lk. If the conditions to perform the MSA
hold, the exponential decay from good boxes dominates, i.e,
compensates for the contributions of powers of Lk, giving the
overall decay of the resolvent restricted to ΛLk`1 .
Section 6 and Section 11.3]). In the case where the IDS is not available,
other arguments can be used to show that finite-volume restriction ”lifts
up” the spectrum, for example, a space averaging argument (see [RM2] and
references therein).
The output of the MSA, (4.17) for a sequence of scales Lk, implies the
absence of diffusion [FrS], and absence of absolutely continuous spectrum in
I [MS], but it is not enough to conclude dynamical localization. For this, a
stronger version of the MSA is needed, which adds to the induction step an
analysis on pairs of cubes, instead of only one cube. When working on the
lattice Zd, the following is a consequence of the independence of the random
variables,
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Definition 4.5. Let I Ă R be an open interval. We say the operator Hω
satisfies a Wegner estimate between boxes if, for any two disjoint boxes Λ1
and Λ2 there exists a finite constant QJ for each compact interval J Ă I
such that
P pDE such that distpE, σpHω,Λ1qq ă η and distpE, σpHω,Λ2qq ă ηq
ď QIη volpΛ1qvolpΛ2q. (4.19)
We now state the energy-interval MSA from [vDK, Theorem 2.2].
Theorem 4.6. Let I Ă R be an interval. Suppose that
(H1)’ Hω satisfies both the Wegner estimate (4.11) and the Wegner esti-
mate between boxes (4.19) in I.
(H2) there exists a finite scale L0 for which
pE,L0,m0,0 ď 1
Lβ0
, for someβ ą 2d,m0 ą 0. (4.20)
Then, there exists α P p1, 2q such that if we set Lk`1 “ Lαk , k “ 0, 1, 2, ...
and pick m P p0,m0q, we can find L ă 8 such that if L0 ą L, we have for
all k “ 0, 1, 2, ...
P p@E P I, either ΛLkpxq or ΛLkpyq is pm,Eq-goodq ď
1
Lβk
. (4.21)
The output of the energy-interval MSA (4.21) implies dynamical local-
ization in the sense of (3.2), with an exponent ζ ă 1, and in the sense of
(3.3), see [dBG, DS]. In [dBG] the authors use ideas from [dRJLS] and the
notion of semi-uniform localized eigenfunctions (SULE). They show that the
output of the MSA [vDK], originally used to prove Anderson localization,
can be exploited further to obtain a version of SULE, that gives exponential
decay of eigenfunctions, and therefore dynamical localization in the sense of
absence of transport (3.3), see Remark 3.1-(i).
A pedagogical explanation of how the output of the MSA implies Ander-
son localization is given in [K2, Section 9].
We summarize the localization results for the particular case of the An-
derson model on the square lattice. In dimension d ě 1 we have:
Theorem 4.7. Let Hω,λ “ ´∆` λVω, with λ ą 0, be the Anderson model
on `2pZdq defined in (2.10) and let Σλ Ă R be its deterministic spectrum.
Assume the probability distribution µ is Ho¨lder continuous and that suppµ “
ra, bs, with a ă b. Let I Ă R be an open interval. Then,
i. (regime of extreme energies) for fixed λ ą 0, there exist E1, E2 P R
depending on d, λ, µ, such that Hω,λ exhibits dynamical localization
in I if
I Ă rinf Σλ, E1s Y rE2, sup Σλs, (4.22)
ii. (regime of high disorder) if λ ą 0 is large enough depending on µ and
d, then Hω,λ exhibits dynamical localization in any interval I Ă Σλ.
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In particular, in both cases Hω,λ exhibits all forms of localization stated in
Definition 3.1.
Remark 4.3. In the particular case d “ 1, λ ą 0 is enough for Hω,λ
to exhibit dynamical localization throughout the spectrum, that is, for any
I Ă Σλ, see e.g. [GMP, P, Ko].
4.1.1. The case of general metric graphs Γ. In the MSA, the induction step
is carried out by covering a cube of side Lk`1 by smaller cubes of side Lk.
Cubes are the natural choice to tile the square lattice, although the method
can be applied to more general Γ and more general geometric shapes that
tile the space. One can consider the Anderson model with missing sites from
Section 2.3.1, where the potential is forced to be zero in an homogenous sub-
set of Zd, and use the MSA to prove localization [RM2, EK1] (see [ES] for
a proof of localization using the Fractional Moment Method). One can also
consider `2pΓq, with Γ satisfying Assumption (A1) in Section 2 provided the
volume of balls of radius Lk in the graph-distance grows at most polynomi-
ally in Lk as Lk Õ 8, see [ChS]. This fact can be seen from the induction
step, in the way bad regions are handled: a bad region is a collection of
cubes of side L˚ ě Lk, that contains the collection of cubes ΛLkpjq Ă ΛLk`1
that are not good in the sense of Definition 4.2. When the path between
x P ΛLk`1{2 and y P B´ΛLk`1 passes through one of the bad regions, its
contribution to the decay of the Green’s function is given by the Wegner
estimate. This term will be therefore proportional to the volume of the bad
region, but should be compensated by the exponential decay of the Green’s
function in the good cubes. This is the reason why, in particular, the MSA
cannot be applied in trees, like the Bethe lattice B, where the volume of
cubes grows exponentially.
4.2. The Fractional Moment Method (FMM). We consider the An-
derson operator Hω,λ on `
2pΓq defined in (2.10), with Γ satisfying Assump-
tion (A1) and the random variables distributed according to an absolutely
continuous probability distribution µ .
The Fractional Moment Method, when applicable, gives exponential decay
of fractional powers of the resolvent Gpz;x, yq, uniformly on z with Im z ‰ 0.
Theorem 4.8. Let Hω,λ “ ´∆ ` λVω be the Anderson model and assume
λ is large enough. For some I Ă R, there exist s P p0, 1q and 0 ă c, C ă 8
such that
E
`ˇˇxδx, pHω,λ ´ pE ` iqq´1δyyˇˇs˘ ď Ce´cdistΓpx,yq (4.23)
uniformly in E P I,  ą 0 and x, y P Zd.
This analysis can be done directly on the infinite-volume operator, with-
out restricting it to finite-volume sets. Just as in the MSA method the
singularities of the resolvent are controlled by the Wegner estimate, in the
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Fractional Moment method this is done by taking fractional powers of the
resolvent. In order to apply the FMM one needs to verify the following,
1) An a priori bound on fractional moments: There exists a constant
C1 “ C1ps, ρq ă 8 such that for all x, y P Γ,
E p|Gω,λpz;x, yq|sq ď C1
λs
. (4.24)
See [S, Lemma 4.1], [Gr, Lemma 5] for a proof in Zd and [T1, Lemma
3.1] for a proof in a general graph Γ. We describe briefly the steps
that lead to (4.24) below.
2) A decoupling estimate for the probability density of the random vari-
ables: There exists a constant C2 “ C2psq ă 8 such that, uniformly
in α, β P C,ż
1
|v ´ β|s ρpvqdv ď C2
ż |v ´ α|s
|v ´ β|s ρpvqdv. (4.25)
This lemma holds for probability densities that are piecewise con-
tinuous, and with enough decay at infinity. This restriction can be
weakened, allowing for probability distributions µ that are not neces-
sarily absolutely continuous, but with a certain degree of regularity,
see [AM, Section 3.1].
The proof of (4.24) consists in being able to write the term Gωpz;x, yq
in such a way that the potential at the sites x and y is seen as a finite-
rank perturbation. For the diagonal terms Gωpz;x, xq this is easily done by
considering the potential at site x as a rank one perturbation of the operator:
Hω,λ “ HωKx ,λ ` λωxPx, (4.26)
where we write ωKx “ pωuqu‰x, and Px “ xδx, ¨yδx is the rank one projection
on the site x P Γ. To compute Gωpz;x, xq we use the resolvent identity: for
self-adjoint operators A,B,
A´1 ´B´1 “ A´1pB ´AqB´1, (4.27)
(see e.g. [RS]) which gives,
Gωpz;x, xq “ GωKx pz;x, xq ´ λωxGωKx pz;x, xqGωpz;x, xq. (4.28)
From this, one can deduce that for some a, b P C, depending on the value of
the random potential on all sites except for ωx,
Gωpz;x, xq “ a
b` λωx . (4.29)
The advantage of isolating the value of the potential at x is that now we
can take the expectation with respect to ωx only, Ex, then (4.24) for x “ y
is a consequence of the following fact that holds for compactly supported
random variables (see [H, Section 2]),ż
ρpvq
|β ´ v|sdv ă Cps, ρq ă 8, @β P C. (4.30)
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The fact that s ă 1 is crucial for this integral to be finite, see [H, Section 2].
To bound the off-diagonal terms x ‰ y, one proceeds in a similar way,
but this time considering the potential at the sites x and y as a rank-two
perturbation of the operator,
Hω,λ “ HωKx,y ,λ ` λωxPx ` λωyPy, (4.31)
where we write ωKx,y “ pωuquRtx,yu. In order to compute the resolvent, one
needs a particular case of the Krein formula for a projector of rank two. We
recall this formula from [AM, Appendix I],
Theorem 4.9 (Krein formula). Let H be a self-adjoint operator on some
Hilbert space H. If
H “ H0 `W, (4.32)
with W a finite rank operator satisfying
W “ PWP (4.33)
for some finite-dimensional orthogonal projection P , then, for z with Imz ‰
0, we have “
P pH ´ zq´1P ‰ “ ”W ` “P pH0 ´ zq´1P ‰´1ı´1 (4.34)
where the inverse is taken on the restriction to the range of P .
From the definition of the resolvent, one can deduce
pλωy ´ zqGωpz;x, yq “
ÿ
u:u„y
Gωpz;x, uq, (4.35)
then use (4.25) to obtain (see [S, Eq. 28,29])
E p|Gωpz;x, yq|sq ď C1
λs
ÿ
u:u„y
E p|Gωpz;x, uq|sq . (4.36)
and iterate this estimate as long as u ‰ x, obtaining
E p|Gωpz;x, yq|sq ď
ˆ
KC2
λs
˙distΓpx,yq
sup
uPZd
E p|Gωpz;x, uq|sq
ď
ˆ
KC2
λs
˙distΓpx,yq`1
, (4.37)
where in the last step (4.24) was used. Taking λ large enough, the r.h.s.
decays exponentially in distΓpx, yq, proving Theorem 4.8.
An alternative method to deduce the exponential decay (4.23) was in-
troduced by Hundertmark in [H], using the self-avoiding random walk rep-
resentation for the finite-volume Green’s function. We describe briefly his
approach. A self-avoiding random walk is a random sequence of points, or
path tw0, w1, ...u Ă Γ where wn and wn`1 are nearest neighbors, for n ě 0,
and all points wn are different. We start by recalling [H, Lemma 4.3],
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Lemma 4.10. Let Λ Ă Γ be finite and w “ tw0, ..., w|w|u denote the self-
avoiding random walk (SAW) connecting x and y, where |w| is the length of
the walk. We define the sets Λj by
Λ0 “ Λ, Λj`1 “ Λjztwju, j “ 0, 1, 2, ... (4.38)
Then, the Green’s function restricted to Λ takes the following form
Gω,Λpz;x, yq “
ÿ
wPSAWΛpx,yq
|w|ź
j“0
Gω,Λj pz;wj , wjq, (4.39)
where SAWΛpx, yq denotes all the SAW between x and y contained in Λ.
The previous statement gives a bound on the infinite-volume Green’s
function via the relation
E p|Gωpz;x, yq|sq ď lim inf
ΛÕΓ E p|Gω,Λpz;x, yq|
sq (4.40)
This lemma avoids the use of the decoupling estimate (4.25), and uses
only the a priori bound for diagonal terms (4.24), which relies on (4.30). It
is obtained from expanding the resolvent as a Neumann series in terms of
powers of the Laplacian ∆. The fact that xδu,∆δvy ‰ 0 only when u „ v
implies that the non zero terms in the sum come from a path of nearest
neighbors connecting x and y. Taking all possible paths between x and y
can be re-arranged and be represented as a self-avoiding random walk.
Again, this approach manages to isolate the value of the potential at a
site wj , that is, each resolvent in the r.h.s. of (4.39) depends only on the
value of the potential at site wj . The independence of the random variables
ωwj allows for a simple computation, where the expectation decouples in
single-site contributions:
E p|Gω,Λpz;x, yq|sq (4.41)
ď
ÿ
wPSAWΛpx,yq
EωKw0
¨˝
|w|ź
j“1
Gω,Λj pz;wj , wjq‚˛Eωw0 `Gω,Λj pz;w0, w0q˘
ď C1
λs
ÿ
wPSAWΛpx,yq
EωKw0,w1
¨˝
|w|ź
j“2
Gω,Λj pz;wj , wjq‚˛Eωw1 `Gω,Λj pz;w1, w1q˘
...
ď
ÿ
wPSAWΛpx,yq
ˆ
C1
λs
˙|w|`1
(4.42)
where we used the a priori bound (4.24). We can bound the last line by a
sum that considers all possible self-avoiding random walks between x and y
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not necessarily restricted to Λ, which we denote by SAW px, yq, and get
E p|Gω,Λpz;x, yq|sq ď
ÿ
w:SAW px,yq
ˆ
C1
λs
˙|w|`1
. (4.43)
Note that the length of the self-avoiding random walk |w| is at least
distΓpx, yq. Therefore, we can write
E p|Gω,Λpz;x, yq|sq ď
ÿ
nědistΓpx,yq
ˆ
C1
λs
˙|n|`1
, (4.44)
which is bounded if λ is large enough and the graph Γ is such that the number
of self-avoiding random walks of length n grows less than exponentially in
n. From this one obtains Theorem 4.8.
The self-avoiding walk representation shows more directly the structure
of the graph Γ, and allows for graphs with unbounded vertex degree [T1].
Using the SAW representation, J. Schenker was able to give a rigourous
proof of the critcal value λ˚ of the disorder parameter conjectured by P.W.
Anderson for which there is localization for all λ ě λ˚ [Sch].
So far, the arguments relied on λ being very large. One can also treat the
energy regime near the spectral band edges, with fixed λ ą 0, restricting
the operator to finite volumes, see [S, Section 7]. Thus, one retrieves Theo-
rem 4.7 with the condition on the probability distribution µ replaced by a
condition such that (4.25) holds.
In their original work [AM], the authors proved spectral localization di-
rectly from (4.23) using the Simon-Wolff Criterion [SiW], which we state as
in [AW2, Theorem 5.7],
Theorem 4.11 (The Simon-Wolff Criterion). Let Γ be a countable set of
points. Let Hω “ ´∆ ` Vω on `2pΓq, ω P Ω, such that the probability
distribution of the random variables, µ, is absolutely continuous. Then, for
any Borel set I:
i. If for Lebesgue-a.e. E P I and P-a.e. ω
lim
Ñ0
ÿ
yPΓ
ˇˇxδy, pHω ´ pE ` iqq´1δxyˇˇ2 ă 8, (4.45)
then for P-a.e. ω, the spectral measure of H associated to δx is pure
point in I.
ii. If for Lebesgue-a.e. E P I and P-a.e. ω
lim
Ñ0
ÿ
yPΓ
ˇˇxδy, pHω ´ pE ` iqq´1δxyˇˇ2 “ 8, (4.46)
then for P-a.e. ω, the spectral measure of H associated to δx is
continuous in I.
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We will use the following inequality, valid for s P p0, 1q and a sequence
panqnPN Ă C, ˜ÿ
n
|an|
¸s
ď
ÿ
n
|an|s . (4.47)
For s “ 1{4 we have,˜ÿ
y
ˇˇxδx, pHω,λ ´ zq´1δyyˇˇ2
¸ 1
4
ď
ÿ
y
ˇˇxδx, pHω,λ ´ zq´1δyyˇˇ 12 ă 8 (4.48)
for P-a.e. ω P Ω. Therefore, Theorem 4.8 implies (4.45) for any x P Γ, and
by the Simon-Wolff Criterion, the spectral measure associated to Hω and δx
is pure point in the deterministic spectrum of Hω, for P-a.e. ω P Ω. Since
this holds for every δx, one can deduce that
σpHωq “ σpppHωq for P-a.e.ω P Ω. (4.49)
The Simon-Wolff criterion is based on the theory of rank-one perturba-
tions, which are at the core of many of the arguments in the spectral analysis
of Schro¨dinger operators, and in particular in the early proofs of localiza-
tion, see [Si1, dRJLS]. The disadvantage is the requirement of absolutely
continuous probability distributions.
In [A] it was shown that the exponential decay of Green’s function ob-
tained by the FMM implies dynamical localization. This was proved in more
generality by [Gr], see also [S, Proposition 5.1], [T1, Lemma 4.3 and Section
5].
4.3. A tale of two methods: the MSA and the FMM. A brief com-
ment is in place to compare the two methods presented above. These are
the two methods available in arbitrary dimension to prove dynamical lo-
calization, and given a random Schro¨dinger operator, the question is which
one to choose. They both have advantages and disadvantages: the MSA
is a more cumbersome method than the FMM, but once one learns it in
the discrete setting `2pZdq, the passage to the continuous setting L2pRdq is
straightforward. The FMM, on the other hand, becomes much more techni-
cal in the continuous setting [AENSS], since the finite-rank arguments at its
core are no longer available. Both methods give exponential decay in (3.2),
i.e., ζ “ 1 there. This is is part of the proof of localization with the FMM
case. In the proofs using MSA, the sub-exponential decay can be computed
directly, and for many years, it was believed this was the optimal result. In
the more refined study [GK06] it was shown that actually exponential decay
holds, see also [GK1, Remark 1.7]. Both methods, MSA and FMM, yield
localization in the form (3.3).
While for an Anderson operator with random variables that have abso-
lutely continuous probability distributions both methods can be applied,
the MSA has proved to give the best adaptability to singular probability
measures. The proof of localization for the Anderson model with Bernoulli
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random variables was obtained in [BKe, GK1] using a version of the MSA
method, where the Wegner estimate to control resonances is replaced by a
weaker estimate that is incorporated in the induction step.
We can see in the induction step of the MSA that bad boxes are allowed,
as long as they are compensated by the exponential decay of the Green’s
function on good boxes. Therefore it is important that the volume of a cube
ΛL in the graph-distance is at most sub-exponential in the scale L (see also
[GT, Theorem 2.9]). This makes the MSA unsuitable for tree graphs, where
the volume growth is exponential. In this setting, the FMM is applicable
[A].
Although it appears these two methods go on two completely different
paths, the developments made for one method can have consequences on
the other. In [ETV2, ETV1], the authors study the case where the depen-
dence of the model on the parameter ω is non-monotonous, which presents
several technical challenges. They were able to extend the FMM to this set-
ting obtaining (4.23), however, the existing proofs of dynamical localization
derived from this estimate could not be applied to the non-monotonous case.
The authors tackled this problem by showing that the fractional moment
bound (4.23) implies the output of the MSA (4.21). Then they could prove
dynamical localization as in [vDK], see [T2] for a detailed discussion.
Remark 4.4. Recently, A. Elgart and A. Klein developed a multi-scale
method that does not involve Green’s function, but is a direct analysis of
finite-volume eigenfunctions [EK2, EK3]. They retrieve the localization re-
sults known for the Anderson model, introducing novel analytical tools. The
motivation behind the search for a proof of localization that does not involve
Green’s function comes from applications to N -particle models.
5. Delocalization and the phase diagram
While dynamical localization is by now well understood, its absence,
called delocalization has turned out to be by far more elusive. It has been
proven in few models, among them, the Anderson model with decaying ran-
domness (see e.g. [KKO, Si2, DSS, Ki]); the magnetic Anderson operator
in the continuous setting L2pR2q [GKS1, GKS2]; see also the work [JSBS]
on random polymer models, which includes a type of Bernoulli-Anderson
model where the random variables are correlated in pairs (dimer model).
The most far-reaching developments concerning delocalization are in the set-
ting of tree-graphs. In [AGKL] the authors found a connection between the
Anderson model on the Bethe lattice and many-particle systems with inter-
particle interaction. This contributed to the interest the Anderson model
on trees gathers within the field of random Schro¨dinger operators. We take
most of the material in this section from [W, ASW3] and [AW2, Section 16],
and we refer the reader to these expository works for more details on the
history and ideas behind delocalization (see also [AW1, AW2]).
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In the remaining of this section we consider the case of the Bethe lattice
Γ “ B.
One can find two lines of arguments in the literature concerning delocal-
ization for the Anderson model on `2pBq:
i. Continuity arguments show the stability of the ac spectrum of ´∆B
under the effect of random perturbations.
The first proof of delocalization was given by Klein in [Kl2, Kl3].
Under the assumption that the probability distribution µ has finite
second moment, it is shown that for every 0 ă |E0| ă 2
?
K, there
exists a disorder parameter λpE0q ą 0 such that
sup
Pp0,1s,EPp´E0,E0qzt0u
λPp0,λpE0qs
E
´
|Gλ,ωpE ` i; 0, 0q|2
¯
ă 8.
This implies that Hω,λ has purely ac spectrum in r´E0, E0s almost
surely. Klein’s proof is based in a renormalization procedure and
a fixed-point argument. In [FHS1] the authors give an alternative
proof of Klein’s result.
In [ASW1], the authors show the stability of the ac spectral mea-
sure for energies in the spectrum (see Theorem 1.1 therein):
lim
λÑ0E
ˆż
I
|ImGλ,ωpE ` i0; 0, 0q ´ ImG0,ωpE ` i0; 0, 0q| dE
˙
“ 0,
where ImGλ,ωpE ` i0; 0, 0q denotes limÑ0 ImGλ,ωpE ` i; 0, 0q.
ii. Resonant delocalization: In [AW1], M. Aizenman and S. Warzel give
a criterion for ac spectrum in terms of the decay rate of Green’s
function. They exploit the geometric properties of B to show that
although the Green’s function between distant points might decay,
the exponential growth of the volume of balls in the tree can con-
tribute enough to compensate for this and give rise to resonances. As
a consequence, the Green’s function is not square-summable, and by
the Simon-Wolff criterion (Theorem 4.11), this implies ac spectrum.
For a sketch of the proof we refer the reader to the review article
by S. Warzel [W] and for details, see [AW1] and [AW2, Chapters 15
and 16].
Recall that B is the graph where every point has K ` 1 neighbors. We fix
a point in B that we call the root 0, and we call a point u P B a forward
neighbor of x P B if u „ x and distBpu, 0q ą distBpx, 0q, that is, u is a
neighbor of x away from the direction of the root (see Fig. 8). We denote
by B0 the rooted tree at 0, that is, the tree where all points have K forward
neighbors, starting at 0.
The methods to prove delocalization mentioned above rely on a recursion
property of the Green’s function on the tree, see [ACATh, Kl3, AW2]. We
recall a particular case as stated in [AW2, Proposition 16.1],
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0
x
u
Figure 8. In the picture, u is the forward neighbor of x in
the graph rooted at 0.
Theorem 5.1. Let B0 be the rooted tree at 0 and consider the Anderson
model Hω,λ on `
2pB0q. Then, for any x P B0 and all z P CzR,
GB0pz; 0, 0q “
˜
λV p0q ´ z ´
ÿ
y„0
GB0pz; y, yq
¸´1
, (5.1)
and
GB0pz; 0, xq “
ź
0ĺvĺx
GB0pz; v, vq, (5.2)
where 0 ĺ v ĺ x means that v lies in the (unique) path connecting the root
0 to x in B0.
Remark 5.1. The methods mentioned above to prove delocalization have
been applied to other models, like tree-strips [Ha, KlS, Sha], decorated trees
[FHH, FHS2], complete graphs [AShW], so-called trees of finite cone type
[KLW1, KLW2] and random quantum trees [ASW2].
5.1. The phase diagram of the Anderson model on `2pZdq and `2pBq.
It is known that in dimension 1, for any λ ą 0 the operator Hω,λ defined
in (2.10) acting on `2pZq (i.e. with bounded potential) exhibits localization
everywhere in the spectrum. On the other hand, it is conjectured that in
d “ 2 the operator still exhibits localization in the whole spectrum, for any
value of λ. However, to this date, for weak disorder the methods only give
localization at the edges of the spectrum (recall Theorem 4.7).
In d ě 3 it is conjectured that there is a transition from localized to delo-
calized states in the spectrum, which is called the Anderson metal-insulator
transition. Except for the decaying randomness model and the magnetic
Anderson model on L2pR2q mentioned above, this remains an open prob-
lem. For the Anderson model on `2pBq a transition has been proven in the
parameter λ: there exist critical values λ0, λ˚ ą 0 such that Hω,λ exhibits
delocalization in the whole spectrum for λ P r0, λ0q, and localization in the
whole spectrum for all λ ě λ˚.
See the figure below for a comparison between the phase diagrams of the
Anderson model on `2pZdq with d ě 3 and `2pBq with K ą 1.
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Figure 9. The figure on the left shows the phase diagram for
the Anderson model Hλ,ω on `
2pZdq for d ě 3, while the on
on the right shows it for the Anderson model on `2pBq. The
horizontal lines represent the spectrum of the operator. Note
that on the left, only the localization area is known, while
in the figure on the right, only the lower dashed and upper
grey sections are known, the white section being a conjecture.
The Anderson transition for the Anderson model on `2pBq is
therefore in the disorder parameter λ.
The phenomenon of delocalization and the Anderson transition has also
been investigated in models other than the Anderson operator on graphs:
the Anderson transition has been obtained for the so-called supersymmetric
σ-model [DSZ], while [ErKYY] gives a proof of eigenfunction delocalization
in certain random matrices.
More recently, N. Anantharaman and M. Sabri have investigated the
delocalization of eigenfunctions in the absolutely continuous spectrum for
the Anderson model on graphs in the context of quantum ergodicity
[AnS1, AnS2].
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